ABSTRACT Underground strata are reflected in various information sources in petroleum exploration, including good logging and drilling data. Real-time measurement parameters obtained from mud logging can provide data support for the early discovery of oil and gas resources and the prevention of safety accidents. It plays a forward-looking role in the drilling process. In this paper, we aim at the defection of fuzzy and random characteristics of the big data of drilling element parameters in the current drilling process. A new method named grey wolf optimization-support vector machine (GWO-SVM) is proposed by analyzing the relationship between logging data and formation to solve the serious problem of formation misjudgment. Using element content and Gamma-ray value, data mining is performed by a large number of real-time data obtained from the drilling site. The obtained information is used for comprehensive estimation and prediction of strata. First, the data is normalized, and then, the best ζ and σ values are found through the optimization of gray wolf algorithm, next the SVM training is carried out, finally, the formation prediction model is established, and the error analysis of the results was conducted. In the paper, the algorithm model is subsequently applied to three actual wells. The GWO-SVM model based on drilling data is used to predict the formation, and the error analysis showed that the error range of the GWO-SVM algorithm is within 10%. Compared with the GWO-SVM, the model accuracy of SVM, Particle Swarm OptimizationSupport Vector Machine (PSO-SVM) algorithm is lower 53% and 23%, respectively. The GWO-SVM has higher robustness, reliability, and achieves faster convergence speed, stronger generalization effect, and improves the identification accuracy of elements for the formation. The average accuracy of the GWO-SVM in stratum dynamic identification is 93.5%. This model is implemented to support the logging system to improve application strength.
algorithm has been greatly popularized in research. Nonlinear programming problem is the essence of reliable optimization for any complex system. The latest natural heuristic metaheuristic algorithm is used to solve the composite reliability optimization problem. Reliability optimization is ubiquitous in engineering and industrial applications. The optimization problem is Non-deterministic Polynomial. The optimal solution can be found through the meta-heuristic algorithm of natural heuristic. Compared with the corresponding traditional optimization techniques, meta-heuristics [2] has the superior ability to avoid local extremum [3] because of the randomness. Compared with the meta-heuristic algorithm of the PSO model, the accuracy of the GWO model is enhanced by about 20% on average. The correlation coefficient is enhanced by about 0.20, so the Grey Wolf algorithm has higher efficiency.
In the process of petroleum exploration and development, there are strong correlations between gravity, well logging and mud logging while drilling, which reflect the characteristics of underground geological strata. Element logging is tantamount to record all kinds of relevant element information in the drilling process, which can provide reliable information to prevent the collapse of the borehole wall [4] , [5] . Lithology, Brittleness Value (S20), Sievers' J-Value (SJ), Abrasion Value (AV) and Abrasion Value Cutter Steel (AVS) parameters were the basic input to obtain the most reliable formation and time estimation, which can provide reliable evaluation for predicting drilling time and cost [6] . Five formations were identified from the drilling history data from three data mining methods: SVM, PSO-SVM and GWO-SVM. We simulate the effects of different formations on the well-detected variables and compare them with the strati-graphic identification models established by historical data. Utilizing the same element logging data, different formation identification results can be obtained according to different data mining methods. By analyzing historical data and theoretical model calculation data, the accuracy of formation identification data mining method is verified, and the formation identification and recognition model are established to provide key technical support for safe drilling, thereby greatly reducing the incidence of drilling accidents, improving drilling efficiency and reducing construction costs. Traditional principal component analysis and other methods are difficult to achieve satisfactory results. How to conduct data mining from massive data and use the acquired information to comprehensively estimate and predict the formation has become a key factor in drilling engineering. We explore a more effective element logging method GWO-SVM algorithm model based on multi-information fusion. It can reflect the underground element data in real time and provide an effective and accurate method to evaluate the formation.
In recent years, data mining technology has been widely used in various fields [7] , [8] . For the petroleum industry, the application of data mining method cannot only analyze data faster and more accurately, but also reduce the defects of misjudgment and missed judgment caused by manual monitoring. Ma, Hai had propose to judge formation lithology characteristics by physical characteristics such as formation pressure difference [9] . Zhang, X used continuous random addition to determine lithology by sound waves [10] . Ma. Hai used the PSO-SVM model to predict drill-ability based on drilling pressure and rotation speed [11] . Bunaciu carried out the geological analysis technology of lithology identification and formation evaluation based on the element information [12] . Lithology stratification method and curve data stratification method cannot accurately determine the lithology and stratification. Maucec used natural gamma spectrometry logging [13] , which indicates that gamma value was an important factor in determining the formation.
Mao put forward the element content determination of strata based on multiple linear regressions [14] . The weight calculation was inaccurate and the stratification effect was not obvious. Yarbrough used element ratio quantitative analysis to evaluate the formation, and the element data were redundant and failed to combine with the influencing factors of the ray [15] . Li analyzed the prediction well by applying the support vector machine (SVM) coding multi-classification method based on the principal component analysis (PCA) [16] . For SVM parameters, it was easy to get into local optimization, but not easy to achieve global optimization. Previous studies had large errors and low accuracy and were prone to misjudgment [17] . These methods can't simplify element variables as much as possible and achieve the high accuracy of stratum identification. Firstly, the complexity of variables increases the time and cost of identifying element logging. Secondly, accuracy of element logging also depends on the internal model. The more accurate and mature the model is, the closer the predicted value is the actual value. The GWO-SVM model used through in this paper is very suitable for elementary logging [18] . GWO-SVM is a new swarm intelligence optimization method that imitates the leading team capability level and hunting mechanism of the gray wolves in external condition. It holds the characteristics of a simple structure, clear concept, easy realization and not easy to fall into local optimum. The GWO-SVM model framework is tested and evaluated [19] [20] [21] with the data collected. The results demonstrate that the accuracy of SVM and PSO-SVM models is less than that of GWO-SVM. SVM, PSO-SVM, and the values of GWO-SVM are 0.8484, 0.9027 and 0.9618, respectively. It is possible to conclude that GWO-SVM model has the best goodness of fit. In comparing the accuracy of different models of SVM, PSO-SVM and GWO-SVM and the ability to detect unknown patterns, the proposed GWO-SVM model is obviously superior to other models.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Part 2 presents the pertinent model research. In part 3, SVM, PSO-SVM, and GWO-SVM simulation experiments and numerical results are presented. Section 4 discusses engineering applications. Part 5 is the conclusion of this article.
II. PROPOSE MODEL A. BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
We selected a training sample for SVM as showed in FIGURE 1.
represents the input column vector of the i-th group of training sample and y i ∈ Y = {−1, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n is the corresponding output value,
. Training sample set changed [19] , [22] . 
Hinge loss function
Introducing relaxation variable ε i and penalty parameter ζ .
LaGrange function:
For L(ω, b, α, ε, µ), the ω, b, ε i the partial derivative is formula 4,equation 5 can be obtained by solving equation 4.
Substituting equation 5 into equation 3 and you get dual equation 6 of equation 1.
is the kernel function, the Gaussian kernel function.
The Gaussian kernel function only affects the sample distance and the sample radius in relatively small areas. The interpolation ability and learning ability of Gaussian kernel function are strong, which can effectively extract local features of samples. The Gaussian kernel takes only one parameter that the kernel radius σ . In experiments, the penalty parameter ζ is also treated as a nuclear parameter and is included in the uniform frame with the nuclear radius [23] , [24] .
1) NUCLEAR RADIUS PARAMETER σ
The performance of the Gaussian kernel function is related to its usual value, if σ << max{ x i − x j }, σ going to zero occurs over-fitting, conversely, σ tends to infinity leading poor classification performance. In the paper, by analyzing the parameter properties of Gaussian kernel function, we put forward a grey wolf optimization algorithm to optimize the parameters of the Gaussian kernel and the punishment parameter, in order to ascend the performance of the Gaussian kernel function [25] .
2) PENALTY PARAMETER ζ
The ζ refers to the extent of the error in the sample. If ζ toward infinity, training samples must meet all the conditions for accurate classification. Each feature subspace has a reasonable ζ . If ζ above a certain value, the image effect of the category is almost unchanged.
According to equation 6 and 7, equation 9 and 10 can be solved.
Substituting equation 9 and 10 into equation 11, we get the final function expression.
B. THE BASIC THEORY OF GREY WOLF ALGORITHM
Mirjalili and Alomoush presented Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) and GWO is a new swarm intelligence optimization algorithm [26] , [27] , which is inspired by the social hierarchy and hunting behavior of the gray wolf population. Gray wolves tend to live in groups and have a very strict hierarchy, which consist of four levels according to the fitness values represented. The leader of the pack is α. The second level of wolf is β, the third level of the wolf is δ·ω is the lowest ranking wolf the population, ω wolves obeyed other dominant wolves. In addition to the wolf hierarchy, another typical group hunting is instinctive behavior of wolves. According to the literature, the main catching stages of gray wolves are as shown [15] , [16] : (1) . Wolves follow, chase and approach prey. (2) . Wolves surrounded and disturbed the prey until it stops moving.
(3). Wolves acquire prey. (4) . The three parameters of α, β, δ lead the main hunting process and ω follows the three levels of wolf hunting.
The mathematical model of the GWO algorithm can be defined by the following formula:
In the process of hunting, wolves first approach and surround their prey, which follows the equation in the mathematical model of behavior:
t represents the number of current iterations, − → A and − → C are the synergy coefficient vector, − → X p represents the position vector of the prey, − → X shows the position vector of the grey wolf. The location of the gray wolf is updated based on the location of the prey. The calculation formula of − → A and − → C are as follows: In order to simulate the entire hunting process of wolves, three levels of α, β and δ are assumed to prioritize the potential location of the prey, which considered the three best solutions currently obtained. Formulas 16 and 17 express the process. Formula 18 guide other wolves to update according to the best three positions.
FIGURE 3. shows how the wolves update their positions in a two-dimensional space based on the α, β and δ positions. Final wolf group positions might be in a random circle defined by the α, β and δ positions. The α, β and δ predict the position of the prey, and the prey around the other wolves are randomly updated.
Gray wolf location update is the basic idea of GWO algorithm design, which is reflected in searching an individual, tracking prey, approaching prey, preying and other operations. The basic process of the GWO algorithm is as shown:
Step 1: Population initialization. We setting the grey wolf population size, iteration number, search space dimension and initial position;
Step 2: Calculating individual fitness value. The GWO algorithm is built on the fitness of the individual, because a reasonable fitness function can reflect the relative advantages and disadvantages of each individual. Compared fitness values and found the best three individuals α, β and δ, we can get the position from the hunting formula.
Step3: Updating and selection. Wolf group positions were updated by iterating the α, β and δ positions of the three optimal individuals.
Step4: Determining termination conditions. The termination condition of the algorithm is determined to the nature of the target problem. Fitness is evaluated until satisfactory results are obtained or the number of iterations is reached, and the results are output.
C. GWO-SVM ALGORITHM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
GWO-SVM model receives data from the event preprocessing unit for analysis and processing. Firstly, the corresponding grouping detection model is formed during the training phase. Finally, the detection model detects the data in the detection stage.
GWO-SVM model process steps are as follows (FIGURE 4.):
Step1: We collect original element logging data.
Step2: The collected raw data are normalized.
Step3: Taking the normalized data as the learning sample of SVM, we match the GWO model to the σ and ζ parameter to optimize the operation. We locate the optimal parameters of the optimal SVM.
Step4: SVM uses the obtained optimal parameters to conduct training modeling for the training samples and establish the optimal prediction model.
Step5: We using the established model to check the test samples.
Step6: GWO-SVM model outputs the test results of test samples.
III. MODEL OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS
A. ELEMENT LOGGING DATA REPRESENTATION FIGURE 5. shows the strati-graphic classification map of A training sample well data determined manually. The SVM is trained according to the sample data, and the optimal kernel function parameters and penalty parameters are obtained. Manual identification is made by logging the data and content of each element. The well is divided into 1-5 layers. The content of Al and Si in the first layer change is tiny, while the content of Ca decreases with the increase of GR. In the second layer, GR increases to the highest point and then decreases. The remaining three elements fluctuate greatly. The third layer Si increases gradually, while GR, Al and Ca decrease slowly. In the fourth layer, Si and Al tend to flatten, while Ca decrease and GR increase. In the fifth layer, Si and Al tend to flatten out, while GR decreases and Ca decrease. 
B. SIMULATED ANALYSIS
Before optimizing the wolf swarm algorithm, we are required to determine the number of wolves and the number of iterations. We set the number of wolves to 100. Too large a value leads to data redundancy and waste, and too small a value leads to local optimization. When the model is initialized, not only the location of the three wolves (alpha, beta and delta) is determined by randomness, but also we do not know the optimal number of iterations and the number of wolves, which leads to the fluctuation of penalty parameters and nuclear parameters. Then the number of iterations was successively increased to obtain the values of the penalty parameters ζ and Gaussian kernel parameters σ .
When the number of iterations is around 40, the values of the two have not change with the increase of the number of iterations, as showed in FIGURE 6. and FIGURE 7 . Thus, the optimal number of iterations is determined. Then we select the optimal number of wolves. As showed in FIGURE 8. and FIGURE 9 . The values of the penalty parameters and Gaussian kernel parameters do not fluctuate with the number of wolves. Based on the evolutionary processes of ζ , σ and fitness, the best 90 wolf numbers and 40 iterations were selected. In two optimization models, PSO-SVM and GWO-SVM, the best prediction model is obtained by comparison.
The following is a comparison of the model with the actual stratification in well. FIGURE 10. is a schematic diagram of the actual and predicted the classification of the test well obtained with the model of GWO-SVM. Red represents the predicted sample classification, and blue represents the actual real classification. It can be seen from the figure that the predicted classification is almost consistent with the actual classification, with an accuracy rate of 95.2055%. FIGURE 11. is a schematic diagram of the actual classification and prediction classification of test well obtained with the model of PSO-SVM. Red represents the predicted sample classification, and black represents the actual real classification. As can be seen from the figure, the difference between the predicted classification and the actual classification is slightly larger, and the accuracy is 72.2648%, which is worse than the prediction effect of GWO-SVM. It can be seen from the figure that there is a big difference between the predicted classification and the actual classification, and the accuracy rate is 62.4977%, which is worse than the prediction effect of GWO-SVM and PSO-SVM.
We compare the fitness of GWO-SVM and PSO-SVM in different iterations. FIGURE 13. shows GWO-SVM's maximum convergence speed and higher accuracy corresponding to the model. The support vector machine model for grey wolf optimization considers that the optimal position of wolves in the population in the iterative process is the optimal solution found by the wolves themselves, that is, the individual extreme value and the optimal position experienced by the entire population are the global optimal solution.
In FIGURE 14., green represents the stratum predicted by SVM, blue represents the stratum predicted by PSO-SVM, red represents the stratum predicted by GWO-SVM, and black represents the real stratum. GWO-SVM is the least difference from the true standard formation, with an accuracy rate of 100% after 4000 m.
FIGURE 15. shows the number of test samples for 1-5 layers. By comparing the trend of real test samples, it can be found that the GWO-SVM prediction curve in red is the closest to black, while the PSO-SVM prediction curve in purple is greatly different from the real value in the threelayer prediction. The green SVM prediction curve has a weak prediction effect in the first and fifth levels.
C. RESULT ERROR ANALYSIS
The performance of the prediction model is tested by mean square error (MSE), correlation coefficient (r), the decision VOLUME 7, 2019 coefficient (R 2 ), and the result is as follows:
According to the above comparative analysis (TABLE 2) , the MSE of the GWO-SVM model is the smallest and closest to 0, and the r-value is higher than that of the other two models. Correlation coefficient is a statistical index used to reflect the degree of close correlation between variables, when the value is closer to 1, the higher the degree of correlation. Decision coefficient R 2 is close to 1, the higher of fit, and predicted value closer to the actual value. Accuracy of GWO-SVM prediction model is much higher than other models, because GWO can effectively avoid local optimum and achieve the global optimum in parameter optimization. The optimization problem of SVM considers both empirical risk and structural risk minimization, so it is consistent. In the process of dynamic identification of formation, after screening all data from well A, they are used as training samples and testing samples of well A, and the model accuracy is obtained by comparing the model recognition results with the manual identification results. When testing and training well B, we use the test samples and training samples of well A as training samples of well B, and the actual data sets of well B as testing samples of well B. Finally, we compare the GWO-SVM model recognition results with the manual recognition results to get the GWO-SVM model accuracy. The subsequently added sample set can cover the training samples that fluctuated in the previous sample set. Increasing and updating the training sample set makes the GWO-SVM model to obtain more accurate results.
IV. ENGINEERING APPLICATION
The three models are applied to three wells A, B and C respectively. TABLE 3 shows that the GWO-SVM model has the highest accuracy and stability, and can predict the actual formation. The selection of crossover probability is usually based on adaptive method. The training sample set of GWO-SVM is constantly updated dynamically. By developing additional training sample sets, the crossover accuracy will change with the change of training sample sets, and the accuracy of GWO-SVM model will change in a small range with the change of training sample sets.
V. CONCLUSION
In the study, by comparing various data mining methods, we can establish an optimal formation identification model. Error analysis is used to evaluate and compare the forecasting capability of each forecasting method. On the basis of strati-graphic classification and recognition, the functional relationship between multi-parameter variation function and strati-graphic quantitative calculation is established. Based on the relationship between multi-parameter variation function and strati-graphic variables, the strati-graphic identification can be more directly evaluated quantitatively. The results of this study can be directly applied to the drilling field integrated logging system, without changing the existing drilling process and technology, with strong compatibility and low application cost. Because of the uniqueness of regional stratigraphic criteria, dynamic adjustment of training parameters can be considered as a way to consolidate the input data infrastructure at various training levels in the future.
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